
Two years ago the Sprimag Applica-
tions Center was upgraded to the 
premier application center of sur-
face coating technology. Sprimag
customers from all over the world
are enthusiastic about the state-of-
the-art-processes and equipment 
available for development. Sprimag 
is exhibiting at the most important
trade shows to inform the industry 
about our expanded development 
capabilities.

Internationally Sprimag exhibited 
at “Interlakokraska” in Moscow cow 
as well as the “SITS” interrna-
tional fair in France. “PaintExxpo”
in Karlsruhe, April 13 – 16 iss a
leading trade fair for industrial 
coating technology. This eveent
is one of the important showws 
for surface coating. Sprimaag
will display a Fanuc robot annd 
a self-cleaning baffl  e plate. Thhe 
labyrinth filters of the baffle 
plate are equipped with scrapp-
ers which cycle and clean thee 
lamellas. This environmentallyy 
friendly component reduces 
maintenance downtime and 
cleaning costs.

Sprimag will also exhibit at 
“O&S” in Stuttgart, as well as 
the “K” in Düsseldorf. 

We hope to see you at an ex-
hibition. A list of all Sprimag 
trade shows is inside this 

sprimagazine or on our website: 
www.sprimag.com.

To present the state of the art prod-
ucts produced by Sprimag, we have 
redesigned our brochure titled “Sur-
face Coating Machines”. Please stop 
by our booth or let us know if we can 
provide you with a copy.
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Recently Sprimag supplied a coating 
machine with a roller chain conveyor 
to rubber-to-metal-bonding industry 
customer, Halcon of Slovakia. 

This system includes two spray 
cabins with drying accomplished 
using an intermediate and finnal 
drier. In order to keep the cappi-
tal investment and operationn 
costs as low as possible both 
drying processes have been 
combined in one common 
drying housing with a sin-
gle heating unit.

The spray cabin includes 
two spray stations each 
equipped with two internal 
and two external spray gunss. 
Primer coating of parts is appliied 
at the first spray station, folloowed 

by application of a bonding agent at 
the second spray station.

The coating unit has been designed 
for part heights up to 250 millimeter 

with aa maximum rotation diameter 
of 100 mmillimeter on each spindle. It 
is possibleble to handle 200 millimeter 
diameter pararts by loading every other 

spindle. Cyclecle times may be adjusted 
10 to o 40 cycles when loadfrom -

g each h spindle in duplex ing
peration.o

This machchine design pro-
vided Halconon with a fully 
functional syystem today 
and an expandabdable system 
for future growth.h

Just before the recent major economic
downturn, KI Industries decided to
increase their business activities in a
new market segment. For their Mexico
facility in Santiago de Querétaro, they 
chose to purchase a very flexible coat-
ing system. Industrias KI de México
(name of the KI Industries facility in
Mexico) can now support custom-
ers in the major household appliance
industry and the automotive interior
component industry with high qual-
ity paint finish. The variety of KI In-
dustries products, ranging from parts’ 
geometry, substrate, and performance
requirements of parts necessitated the
use of the Sprimag multi functional
three-axis coating machines. One of 
the special features furnished to KI is
the flip-flop pallet. This unique type
of parts’ carrier (originally designed
for flat parts) allows the possibility of 
reaching all sides of the parts without
integrating a 6-axis robot.

For automotive interior parts and
components for kitchen appliances, ad-
ditional factors define the coating pro-
cess. Not only parts’ geometries differ
in large ranges, but also the substrates
to be coated vary. A system had to be
designed to accommodate a wide range
of materials: from the usual ABS-PC,
PA, the cost-efficient PP, and all typical
kinds of plastics are used in common
practice during applications. Addition-

ally, a flaming station was installed for
pretreatment, to cost effectively apply 
single layer paints without reduction in
coating quality.

The paint delivery system was de-
signed to process both 1-component
paints and 2-component paints. In-
tegral part of the design was short
color change times. Items, such as the
Sprimag pumps, flow measuring devices,
and quick-change spray guns, were im-

portant considerations to ensure the
seamless operation of the system.

Material handling technology based
on flexible pallets with integrated
identification system allows a pallet
to be conveyed from the first coat-
ing booth directly to the oven with-
out having the pallet go to the sec-
ond coating booth. The flexible pallet
technology also allows a pallet to
return to the same coating booth, for

additional paint layers, before going
into the cure oven.

The controls of the KI system were
done with a user-friendly operation
panel specially developed for this
type of painting. All of the parameters
of the spray program (such as spray 
time, speed of the spray axis, spray 
stroke, and number of passes of cross-
wise spraying over the pallets) can be
stored in separate spray programs for
each type of part. The controls offer
the possibility of storing up to 30 dif-ff
ferent spray programs.

The system was designed so that the 
customer is allowed to operate the sys-
tem in many different modes. The sys-
tem is flexible enough that a pallet can
be coated multiple times before it is
cucured. For single coating requirements,
pallellets processed from both booths can
be direirectly sent into the cure oven; thus,
allowingng double capacity compared to
the sequenential operation of the system.
The system m can easily accommodate ge-
ometry changeges, as well as color changes,
which allows forfor more frequent product
change over. The fl flexible three-axis coat-
ing system permits cconstant machine uti-
lization, reduced partsrts buffer, and short
quality control loops. InIncreased flexibil-
ity can help KI Industries s improve busi-
ness and build up additiononal markets.

A new brake disc coating machine has been 
successfully installed and commissioned at 
“prevent fad” in Jelah in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

This state-of-the-art robot coating ma-
chine allows “prevent fad”
to coat different types of 
brake discs all mixed on the
same line in the same production run. Con-
sistently high quality coating is achieved 
on this line without adding additional
machinery or modifying the machine.

“prevent fad” strives to keep this machine 
operating on long production runs but
it is essential that the system remain en-
ergy efficient. To achieve this require-

ment the air make up unit
for this system has been
equipped with a heat re-

covery device. By including this device
it was possible to considerably reduce
energy cost for the supply air unit.
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ch 2010 a new eginning in March
nternal coatera starts in in -

tubes and ing of aluminum 
evelopment aerosol cans thanks to de
For many of the Sprimag HIL-70. F
dustry hasyears the tube and can indu

vation ornot provided any real innov
Manufacincreases in productivity. M -

ements tures have limited improve
g presto small steps surrounding -
primag sure and necking methods. Spr

le in demonstrates our leadership rol
wder this industry by integrating pow
tingtechnology into an internal coati

remachine in an environmentally -
owsponsible way. A new path is now
ngavailable for manufacturers using

the Sprimag HIL-70 system.

have devised a
dual process manufacturing cell in a 
single machine. The Sprimag HIL-70 
internal coating machine applies 
wet and powder coatings in the same
machine. Manufacturers are able to
smoothly transit into a new tech-
nology without being faced with a
major capital investment. Efforts to 
incorporate this ability into existing 
machines were abandoned due to
the unrealistic costs and other tech-
nical requirements.

The basic methods utilized in the
HIL-70 system come from the in-
dustry standard Sprimag HIL-64 in-
ternal coating machine. The HIL-64
is the benchmark system used by 
major manufacturers of aerosol cans 
for many years.

An immediately apparent revision 
is the widened basic machine body 
of the HIL-70. This configuration 
separates the vacuum infeed and dis-
charge drum from the coating cabin. 
This separation keeps vacuum drums 
free of powder residue and overspray 
contamination for more reliable oper-
ation. Changing from wet to powder 
operation or back again is efficiently 
accomplished with a quick and simple 
cleaning of the spray cabin only.

of the
HIL-70 do not stop with dual coat-
ing capabilities. This system also
reaches the long aimed for cycle
speed of 250 parts/minute. In wet
paint operation the maximum speed 
is reached by using nine spray gun 
technology and cycling the convey-
ing chain three times faster. But how 
could we reach a number of cycles 
of 250 in powder operation, in case 
cycle times for coating processes as 
well as dynamic of the spraying pro-
cesses are different?

The spray gun holders fixed by a 
quick change system for wet paints 
might be changed against holders 
for powder applications within a few 
minutes. On this holder eight pow-
der guns are installed, which make 
possible a reliable internal powder
coating also at a max. can length 
or complex tube caps areas. Longer
cycle times compared to wet coating 
are compensated by a reversible gear, 
which indexes the conveying chain
four times faster.

The HIL-70 is not only fast and flex-
ible, but it is also customer friendly. 
The powder coating system is de-
signed as an open platform. For cus-
tomers that have experience with 
powder coating systems the coating 
system of their choice can be in-
stalled in their new unit. For custom-
ers that are new to powder coating,
Sprimag includes an integrated com-

plete powder system which like the
wet coating process is controlled via
the main operator panel.

Predictably when changing from
wet coating to powder coating or
back again, the exhaust system must 
also be changed. A specially designed,
no tools required, quick change sys-
tem for the exhaust filter housing
facilitates this change in only a few
minutes. Incorporated in this system
is the ability to connect a powder re-
covery unit if required.

Sprimag created a fast, flexible and
friendly design of the HIL-70. A big
financial advantage for this system is
the ability to use customers’ existing
ovens. This helps keep the financial
investment low.

Commenting on the
success of the new HIL-70 Internal
Coating Machine, our Sales and ProjectC
Engineer Joachim Baumann states, E
Our engineers did their homework, “Ou
ow it is up to the sales staff to show now

many advantages of the machine the 
associated technology to our cusand -

ers“. In doing so he confidently tome
“Already after only a short marsays, -
aunch, first orders have beenket lau

with us for this machine. All placed w
ers who saw this machinecustome

manufacturing floor agree. on our 
e future”.That’s the
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Sprimag has developed a new 
drier chain and a lubrication 
system for the internal coat-
ing drier, what was the primary 
reason for this development?

Chain lubrication systems avail-
able today have not kept pace with 
the demands of continuous manufac-
turing operations. Until a few years 
ago manufacturers did not work 
weekends which provided planned 
shutdown periods for maintenance. 
During those interruptions driers 
were switched off  and it was possible 
to lubricate the cooled down chains. 
Today production is carried out con-
tinuously 24 hours/day 7 days/week. 

As production requirements for 
tube and can manufacturing have 
changed in the last few years it be-
came necessary to develop a new 
system. Breaks in production are 
time consuming and very expensive. 
Therefore, we had to devise a fully 
automatic solution that enables the 
operator to lubricate the chain while 
hot and during production. Our new 
system is the solution.

Another important advantage com-
pared to previously designed lubrica-
tion systems and lubricants is the use 
of lubrication solvents free of solid 
lubricants. With previously used lu-
bricants it was very time consuming 
to rinse all lines after each lubrica-
tion process. This was done manually, 
so complete disassembly occurred at 
regular intervals.

Please describe 
the development 
process for the 
new system at 
Sprimag.
After the idea for 
a new chain with 
lubrication bores 
was proposed, sam-
ple parts were man-
ufactured. The new system and lu-
bricant was verified through testing 
by competent partners over several 
months. Extension of the chain was 
checked using the chain test bed at 
different temperatures. Lubricating 
oil was optimized to keep vaporiza-

tion losses low during the vaporiza-
tion test to keep the lubrication fi lm 
as long as possible. Formation of lu-
bricants’ residues is very low. Fresh 
oil also regenerates contaminated 
chains, to a certain extent a chain is 
self-cleaning. An important test re-
sult was the reduced energy required 
as well as the improved degree of ef-
ficiency by automatic activation, es-
pecially at very high temperatures.

Why would a customer invest 
in this kind of system?

As with many production and 
maintenance decisions, it all comes 
down to reducing costs. The cost ben-
efi t calculation for this system is very 
convincing. 

Past lubrication systems use con-
siderably more lubricants than the 
Sprimag method. Along with substan-
tial cost savings, quality is enhanced 
by fully automatic lubrication along 
with eliminating synchronization of 
the sprocket and chain. The sprocket 
is synchronized automatically with 
the chain. The chain is never over lu-
bricated and Sprimag oil gets applied 
only where it is required. Contamina-

tion inside the machine is reduced, as 
lubricants are applied precisely and 
only where needed.

Last but not least, Sprimag sup-
plies everything from a single source: 
chain, sprocket and lubricants! By de-
veloping the components of this sys-
tem together, everything functions 
perfectly as a system. Sprimag cus-
tomers can count on short lead times 
on components of this system includ-
ing lubricants. All items are kept in 
stock for delivery. 

What driers will benefit most 
with this new product?
The chain lubrication system was de-
signed for use in internal driers with a 
roller pitch of T20 up to T50, and up 
to temperatures of 300 °C.

Is it possible to retrofit existing 
driers with this lubrication system?
Yes, the lubrication system can be in-
tegrated in existing Sprimag internal 
coating driers. The chain lubrication 
system can be used in older machines, 
since retrofi tting is done without modi-
fi cation to the machine controls. We 
recommend that each of our customers 
request an investigation when replac-
ing their chain, they will be surprised at 
the attractive price of the new system.

At the beginning of the year Sprimag
focused our eff orts on a new machine
design to internally coat tubes. The
goal is to make investment in new ma-
chines fi nancially attractive. We aim to
off er a way to eliminate old fashioned
and environmentally damaging equip-
ment with an alternative.

The core of the completely new in-
ternal coating unit is the HIL-38, a
scaled down version of the well-proven

Sprimag HIL-42. Scaled down does
not mean reduced quality or function-
ality but merely that some options
have been removed. Lowering costs
was not the only directive of this proj-
ect. We also provided more benefi ts to
the customer. Sprimag Sales Manager
Joachim Baumann commented, “Both
the TGO annealing oven and the TIT
internal coating oven are state-of-the-
art oven technology, so we meet all

requirements on environmental issues,
including improved emissions inside
the production area. Improved interior
emission quality has generated quite a
lot of interest in this new machine de-
sign. The HIL-38 as little sister of the
HIL-42 has one main drive, both ovens,
too, are controlled by one drive. This
basic arrangement of the drives will
also be interesting to customers in
regions where simple drive technolo-

gies are desired. Customers that have
seen the new machine design have
provided very good reviews. With this
new design we are even better in a
position to give our customers what
they need to modernize their facilities.
This major step will open many doors
for Sprimag.”
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